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ABSTRACT
We present 1,201 galaxies at 0.05 < z < 0.45 that host tidal features, detected from the first∼ 200
deg2 of imaging from the Hyper Suprime-Cam Subaru Strategic Program (HSC-SSP). All galaxies
in the present sample have spectroscopic observations from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
spectroscopic campaigns, generating a sample of 21,208 galaxies. Of these galaxies, we identify 214
shell systems and 987 stream systems. For 575 of these systems, we are additionally able to measure
the (g− i) colors of the tidal features. We find evidence for star formation in a subset of the streams,
with the exception of streams around massive ellipticals, and find that stream host galaxies span
the full range of stellar masses in our sample. Galaxies which host shells are predominantly red
and massive: we find that observable shells form more frequently around ellipticals than around disc
galaxies of the same stellar mass. Although the majority of the shells in our sample are consistent
with being formed by minor mergers, 15% ± 4.4% of shell host galaxies have (g − i) colors as red
as their host galaxy, consistent with being formed by major mergers. These “red shell” galaxies are
additionally preferentially aligned with the major axis of the host galaxy, as previously predicted from
simulations. We suggest that although the bulk of the observable shell population originates from
fairly minor mergers, which preferentially form shells that are not aligned with the major axis of the
galaxy, major mergers produce a significant number of observable shells.
Keywords: catalogs, galaxies: interactions, galaxies: statistics, galaxies: structure, techniques: image
processing
1. INTRODUCTION
In the hierarchical merging model of galaxy formation,
galaxy mergers are a crucial mechanism through which
galaxies grow in size and mass (Toomre 1977; White
& Rees 1978; White & Frenk 1991). This picture of
galaxy formation has received strong support from mod-
ern cosmological simulations and semi-analytical mod-
els. A general consensus has emerged that for the high-
est masses, the growth of galaxies is dominated by mat-
ter accreted from other systems, with the ex situ (ac-
creted) stellar mass fraction reaching∼0.80 (Oser et al.
2010; Lee & Yi 2013; Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2016), sug-
gesting that mergers are necessary to produce galaxies
of log(M?/M) & 11.0 (Lee & Yi 2017).
The idea that mergers can generate extended features
is well-established, having been shown first by Pfleiderer
(1963) and Toomre & Toomre (1972) for on-going merg-
ers between two equal-mass discs. It is now also widely
accepted that the extended, low surface brightness fea-
tures found around low redshift galaxies are the prod-
uct of past merging events (Malin & Carter 1983; Quinn
1983; Dupraz & Combes 1986; Fort et al. 1986; Mihos
et al. 1998; Bartosˇkova´ et al. 2011; Pop et al. 2017b),
and that the structure and characteristics of these fea-
tures hold a substantial amount of information regarding
the dynamics and assembly history of their hosts (e.g.
Johnston et al. 2008; Belokurov et al. 2017).
These tidal features can be separated into two broad
classes: “shells”, which are characterized by umbrella-
like fans and caustics of stars whose radius of curvature
points towards the host galaxy, and “streams”, which
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are extended ribbon-like structures near the host galaxy.
The boundary between these two classes is intrinsically
soft, as stream-like features can, due to line-of-sight
projection effects, appear shell-like (Foster et al. 2014;
Greco et al. 2018b) and have been shown to evolve into
shell-like systems (Hendel & Johnston 2015). Never-
theless, the ensemble characteristics of these shells and
streams are distinct – shells tend to be found around
massive ellipticals and do not appear to host significant
star formation (Malin & Carter 1983; Tal et al. 2009;
Atkinson et al. 2013), while streams can be quite blue,
and often appear around disc galaxies (Adamo et al.
2012; Knierman et al. 2012; Atkinson et al. 2013; Hig-
don et al. 2014).
The nature of the mergers that formed these tidal fea-
tures, however, is still debated. In the minor merger pic-
ture of shell formation, a low mass satellite falls radially
into the potential of a more massive host and the stars
of the satellite form the resultant tidal feature (see, e.g.,
Johnston et al. 2001; Kawata et al. 2006; Sanderson &
Helmi 2013; Hendel & Johnston 2015). This mechanism
of tidal feature formation has been successfully used to
model many nearby systems (e.g. the Umbrella galaxy
by Foster et al. 2014, the Ophiuchus Stream by Price-
Whelan et al. 2016, Sumo Puff by Greco et al. 2018b),
and the inferred merger mass ratios for most known tidal
features that have been modeled are in agreement with
this picture (Kawata et al. 2006; Feldmann et al. 2008;
Gu et al. 2013; Foster et al. 2014).
However, a separate formation channel has been pro-
posed wherein the shells are formed by major mergers.
Following Hernquist & Spergel (1992), it was recently
reported by Pop et al. (2017b) that the shells found
around the most massive galaxies in the Illustris simu-
lation (Vogelsberger et al. 2014) are generated by major
mergers, with the distribution of shell-forming events
peaking at mergers between galaxies of approximately
equal stellar mass. Observations of three dwarf galaxies
in the Virgo Cluster (Paudel et al. 2017), and of nine
nearby early-type galaxies (ETGs) taken from the Ma-
lin & Carter (1983) sample (Carlsten et al. 2017) show
signs of shells that are thought to be generated by ma-
jor mergers. Unlike tidal features formed from minor
mergers between a quiescent host and quiescent satel-
lite, where the tidal feature is bluer than the core of its
host galaxy due to the color-mass relation along the red
sequence, these major merger shells should show metal-
licities close to those at the core of the galaxy (Pop et al.
2017a), implying colors close to that of the core of the
host (see, e.g. Gallazzi et al. 2006). This provides an
observationally accessible difference between the minor
and major merger scenarios.
The picture for stream formation is somewhat clearer:
they are generally accepted to originate from infalling
satellites with a relatively high angular momentum, al-
though there is a smooth transition from stream to
shell in the minor merger picture (see, e.g. Hernquist &
Quinn 1988; Hendel & Johnston 2015). Blue, low sur-
face brightness tidal streams can, however, be caused
by both recent minor (Knierman et al. 2012, 2013) and
older major mergers (Rodruck et al. 2016). In addition,
there are red, quiescent streams which show no active
star formation. These could be either the result of a dry
merger or from quenching of a gas-rich satellite upon
infall (Feldmann et al. 2008).
The majority of observational work on tidal features
in external galaxies to date has been based upon tar-
geted observations of a relatively small number of galax-
ies (see, e.g. Schweizer & Seitzer 1988; Mart´ınez-Delgado
et al. 2009, 2010; Kim et al. 2012; Knierman et al. 2012,
2013; Beaton et al. 2014; Mart´ınez-Delgado et al. 2015;
Rodruck et al. 2016; Greco et al. 2018b). Amongst those
works that are able to derive tidal feature occurrence
fractions, where ftidal is the fraction of all galaxies that
host tidal features, observed values of ftidal vary by a
factor of 7 (Malin & Carter 1983; van Dokkum 2005;
Tal et al. 2009; Nair & Abraham 2010; Atkinson et al.
2013; Hood et al. 2018). This is due in part to variations
in targeting strategy and detection methods, as well as
from differences in imaging depth – the majority of tidal
features are expected to have a peak surface brightness
of higher than∼30 mag arcsec−2 (Johnston et al. 2008).
Moreover, the vast majority of the existing samples of
tidal features are created via visual inspection.
The Hyper Suprime Cam Subaru Strategic Program
(hereafter HSC-SSP) is an ongoing wide-field survey ex-
ecuted by the Hyper Suprime Cam mounted on the 8.2
meter Subaru telescope (Miyazaki et al. 2012; Furusawa
et al. 2018; Komiyama et al. 2018; Miyazaki et al. 2018,
Kawanomoto et al. 2018, in prep.). HSC-SSP is set to
cover over 1400 deg2 of the sky in five bands (grizy)
to iHSC ∼ 26 (5σ point source depth, see Aihara et al.
2018a,b). The survey boasts a median 0.56′′ seeing in
the iHSC band (Aihara et al. 2018b), making it an opti-
mal imaging campaign in which to detect extended, low
surface brightness features around galaxies out to inter-
mediate redshifts (see Greco et al. 2018a,b; Huang et al.
2018b,a).
In this paper, we consider 21,208 galaxies with spec-
troscopic observations from the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-
vey DR12 (Alam et al. 2015) in the footprint of the
Hyper Suprime-Cam Subaru Strategic Program (HSC-
SSP) Wide layer (Aihara et al. 2018b). The HSC Wide
layer covers the largest on-sky area at a relatively shal-
low depth (i∼ 26) relative to the Deep and UltraDeep
Layers (i∼27 and i∼28, respectively). We describe the
survey and sample selection in Section 2. Our aims are
as follows. First, for a survey as large as HSC-SSP, it is
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Figure 1. A schematic diagram of our algorithm to detect tidal features in HSC-SSP data. From left to right, the flow chart
shows the convolution step, generation of high spatial frequency images, and detection image creation.
necessary to construct an algorithm which is capable of
producing a homogeneously selected sample of galaxies
with tidal features. In Section 3, we create an algorithm
for automatic detection and, because there does not ex-
ist a suitable training set, we classify the morphologies
of detected tidal feature through visual inspection. In
Section 4, we compare the results of our method to pre-
vious, purely visual samples , and compare the nature of
the stream and shell host galaxies to each other, as well
as to the non-interacting galaxies in our sample. We
present the results of measurements of the color of the
tidal features in Section 4.3. Finally, we discuss the de-
mographics of the tidal feature hosts, and typical origins
of the features in our sample.
In this work, we adopt a cosmology of Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ =
0.7, and H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1.
2. SAMPLE SELECTION
2.1. HSC-SSP
In this work, we use the coadded images produced by
the HSC software pipeline hscPipe (Bosch et al. 2018).
For extended, low surface brightness structure, accurate
sky subtraction is crucial. hscPipe performs sky subtrac-
tion via fitting a sixth-order 2D Chebyshev polynomial
to a binned average of the image (with a bin size of
128× 128 pixels). Sky subtraction is performed prior to
source detection, after initial source detection, and after
final (per-visit) source detection during CCD processing.
During coaddition, a constant background is measured
and subtracted from the images. For a detailed descrip-
tion of the HSC-SSP data reduction process, see Bosch
et al. (2018). Because the iHSC band has the best see-
ing on average across HSC-SSP, we use the iHSC band
images as our detection images.
We set our redshift limits at 0.05 < z < 0.45, selecting
from cross matches between the HSC Wide catalog from
hscPipe (internal data release S16A,∼200 deg2) and the
SDSS spectroscopic surveys. At the lowest redshift, we
are currently unable to accurately detect tidal features
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due to issues in background subtraction around very ex-
tended galaxies (however, it is relevant to note that this
issue has been corrected for future data releases). At
high redshift, we lose the ability to detect tidal features
due to cosmological surface brightness dimming and a
loss of spatial resolution; a negligible number of galax-
ies at z > 0.45 have automatically detected tidal fea-
tures using our algorithm (see Figure 6). In Section 3.4,
we investigate our surface brightness limits by injecting
simulated tidal features at various spatial extents into
non-interacting galaxies from our sample.
2.2. SDSS spectra
All of the galaxies in the present sample are selected
to have spectra from SDSS DR12, and thus have known
spectroscopic redshifts (Alam et al. 2015). We addition-
ally use stellar masses derived by Chen et al. (2012) by
fitting the SDSS spectra to principal components con-
structed from the models of Bruzual & Charlot (2003).
We use the stellar masses calculated by Kauffmann et al.
(2003) when a stellar mass measurement from Chen
et al. (2012) is not available, where an offset calibrated
from the galaxies where a stellar mass was available
from both methods is applied to the stellar masses from
Kauffmann et al. (2003). Both stellar mass estimates
adopt a Kroupa (2001) initial mass function.
We include galaxies from both the SDSS Legacy cata-
log (complete to r < 17.77 mag, Strauss et al. 2002) and
the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey of SDSS-
III (BOSS, color-selected and roughly stellar mass com-
plete, Dawson et al. 2013; Reid et al. 2016). This gen-
erates a sample composed primarily of massive, low-z
galaxies with a bias towards elliptical galaxies. To avoid
issues concerns about inhomogeneity of the SDSS sam-
ples, we consider our sample in bins of stellar mass and
redshift. We additionally note that for z < 0.15 (which
we will consider as a low-z subset of the full spectro-
scopic sample), the sample is dominated by galaxies
from the SDSS Legacy catalog. We use the HSC cat-
alog associated with the internal data release S16A to
cross match HSC objects to their SDSS spectroscopic
counterparts, resulting in 21,208 galaxies.
3. IDENTIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
OF TIDAL FEATURES
3.1. Detection
Visually classifying every nearby galaxy in the HSC
footprint is neither scalable nor feasible. It is there-
fore of interest to use this initial spectroscopic sample
to develop an automated detection method that can be
applied to the full HSC-SSP survey area. However, an
automated method for detecting tidal features should be
able to operate in a single band (both to maximize the
area over which the algorithm can function, and so that
the algorithm can be applied to any arbitrary bandpass),
agnostic to the global morphological characteristics of
both the tidal features and host, and functional in the
low surface brightness regime. To this end, we have de-
veloped a method that separates high spatial frequency
features (e.g. streams, shell caustics) from low spatial
frequency features (e.g. host galaxy light) in a single
band image.
Our algorithm is represented schematically in Fig-
ure 1. We iteratively separate low and high spatial fre-
quency features, using the iHSC band image output by
hscPipe. We take our initial image as a 512× 512 pixel
cutout around a galaxy of interest in our parent sample
(I0). The n
th image is then given by the convolution of
the previous image and the kernel, K (leftmost column,
Figure 1):
In = In−1 ∗K, (1)
where K(x, y) = φ(x)Tφ(y). We choose φ to be the one-
dimensional B3-spline, using φ(x)T = ( 116
1
4
3
8
1
4
1
16 )
pixels (where each pixel spans 0.168 arcsec), following
Starck et al. (2007). We then isolate the high spatial
frequency features in the image by constructing a high
spatial frequency image, c(n), from the difference of the
smoothed and un-smoothed images. This is shown in
the middle column of Figure 1 as
c(n) = In−1 − In. (2)
Thus, those features that have spatial frequencies which
are present in In−1 but removed in In have positive val-
ues in c(n); c(n) is essentially the output of the well-
known unsharp masking algorithm on image In−1 (as-
tronomical applications, see, e.g. Malin 1977; Meaburn
1980).
We then construct a detection image of the high spa-
tial frequency components in the image by stacking the
positive components of each c(n):
Cik =
J∑
n=2
max{0, c(n)ik }, (3)
Where Cik is the pixel at (i,k) in the stacked image,
c
(n)
ik is the pixel at (i,k) in c
(n), and J is the number of
layers in the filter bank (rightmost column, Figure 1).
We exclude the first component, c(1), as it is dominated
by noise features.
For arbitrarily high J , the spatial frequencies probed
by c(J) become arbitrarily low and can encompass the
host galaxy. Similarly, the spatial frequencies associ-
ated with the host galaxy are strongly dependent on
the physical size and redshift of the galaxy. The value
of J is therefore set somewhat heuristically. Here, we
set J = 36 (i.e. where the signal from one pixel can
5(I0) Raw image (C) Detection image
Figure 2. An illustration of the filtering algorithm as applied to the sum of a non-interacting HSC galaxy and a simulated
shell system from Hendel & Johnston (2015) with a mean surface brightness of µ¯i = 25.4 mag arcsec
−2. Left: I0, the sum
of the non-interacting HSC galaxy cutout and simulated, PSF-convolved tidal feature system. Middle: The detection map,
C, generated from the left panel. The two brightest caustics in the shell system are clearly visible (yellow-green regions, left
of panel), along with a background galaxy. Right: The simulated tidal feature from Hendel & Johnston (2015). The orange
outlines show the boundaries of the region that our method identifies as a tidal feature candidate. All panels are shown with a
logarithmic stretch.
spread over at most a square with sides of 145 pixels),
as the range of on-sky sizes for the galaxies in our sam-
ple, which tend to be massive and low redshift, allows
us to adopt a static value for J .
3.2. Contaminant removal
This method to produce the detection image C gener-
ates high pixel values at the locations of tidal features,
the cores of sources, spiral arms, and imaging artifacts.
To remove contaminants from imaging artifacts, we re-
ject detections where a saturated star is located within
the image cutout, when greater than 20% of the pixels in
the cutout are flagged as missing data, or when greater
than 95% of the pixels in the cutout are flagged as being
near a bright star. These cuts are tuned heuristically to
remove imaging artifacts that produce high spatial fre-
quency features.
We take the following approach to remove contamina-
tion from spiral arms and neighboring galaxies. First,
a flux threshold is applied to identify the cores of the
brightest objects. The core of the target galaxy is not
flagged in this image. The threshold is then iteratively
lowered: at each iteration, the detected regions (i.e., a
group of contiguous pixels) that are either connected to
a previously detected source or are considered circular
(|piR2obj−Aobj| < 0.25, where Robj and Aobj are half the
extent of the object and the area of the object in pixels,
respectively) are flagged as non-target objects. For an
application of this technique to low surface brightness
galaxies see Greco et al. (2018a). To remove detections
from imaging artifacts and noise, we require that candi-
date detections cover at least 250 pixels (approximately
7.05 arcsec2). For a visualization of our decomposition,
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Figure 3. Redshift v. stellar mass for the galaxies in par-
ent spectroscopic sample (small grey points), the tidal fea-
ture sample (black) and the neighbor contaminant sample
(orange). The one-dimensional histograms over redshift and
stellar mass are shown in the top and right panels, respec-
tively. In each case, the black bars show the distribution
of the final, visually classified sample. In these panels, the
orange bars show the neighbor contaminant sample, while
the black bars show the tidal feature sample. The neigh-
bor contaminants are not offset from the main tidal feature
population, indicating that the visual removal does not in-
troduce significant bias into the characteristics of our final
tidal feature sample.
cleaning, and detection process, see Appendix A.
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Figure 4. Top row: Pixel recovery fractions for simulated streams (left) and shells (right). Each box shows the fraction of
pixels associated with the simulated tidal feature that are recovered by the algorithm for a given tidal feature mean iHSC band
surface brightness and radial extent, as measured in units of the host effective radius. Generally, a higher fraction of pixels is
recovered for the simulated streams; this is expected due to the number of particles occupying diffuse stellar fans in the shells.
Bottom row: Detection fractions for streams (left) and shells (right). Here, the values at each grid point show the percent of
simulated tidal feature systems in which at least 5% of the area covered by the tidal feature is flagged as a detection. In all
panels, the drop in completeness at very high surface brightnesses (µ¯i . 25. mag arcsec−2) is due to cases in which a part of
the tidal feature is bright enough to be flagged as central galaxy substructure (e.g. spiral arms).
In Figure 2, we show the result of the algorithm on a
synthetic case. Here, the signal which we wish to iso-
late is a simulated shell system from Hendel & Johnston
2015 with a mean surface brightness of µ¯i = 25.4 mag
arcsec−2, where the mean is taken over pixels which have
at least one count after the simulation is convolved with
the HSC PSF (see Section 3.4). We add this signal to
an iHSC band image of a non-interacting galaxy from
the parent sample (left panel). The detection image, C,
that we derive for the raw image, I0, is shown in the
middle panel; the two bright caustics in the system are
visible in the middle of the detection image. The de-
tected tidal features output by the algorithm are shown
by the orange outline in the rightmost panel.
In total, we detect candidate tidal features around
1,201 of the galaxies in our sample. For this initial appli-
cation, we take the additional step of visually classifying
the morphology of the tidal features in the automated
sample, as well as removing contamination from tidal
features that are likely associated with projected neigh-
bors.
3.3. Visual Morphological Classification
The decision to visually classify tidal feature mor-
phologies and remove neighbors for this sample is driven
by two factors. First, in order to build a classification al-
gorithm which can differentiate shells from streams, it is
necessary to have a sufficiently representative sample of
known shells and streams from which an algorithm can
be trained. There do exist simulated tidal features from
which mock observations could be created for training
(e.g. Kawata et al. 2006; Johnston et al. 2008; Hen-
del & Johnston 2015; Amorisco 2017; Pop et al. 2017b)
and tidal feature catalogs that overlap with the HSC
7Wide footprint (e.g. Nair & Abraham 2010; Atkin-
son et al. 2013). However, training solely from simu-
lations would pose a significant danger of propagating
biases due to the parameter space explored by the sim-
ulation. The latter approach, training from known tidal
feature hosts, is likely to yield large numbers of false neg-
atives in the training set where HSC-SSP data reveal
tidal features around a galaxy that was not identified
previously, as HSC-SSP data reaches significantly lower
surface brightnesses than previous surveys at similar ar-
eas. A training set from only those works that reach
significantly lower surface brightnesses than HSC-SSP
(e.g. van Dokkum 2005; Mart´ınez-Delgado et al. 2009;
Tal et al. 2009) would have neither the necessary size
nor be representative of the distribution of host galaxies
in the sample at hand.
Second, identifying the host of a tidal feature is in
some cases a non-trivial problem (see, e.g., Greco et al.
2018b). For nearby galaxies with extended tidal fea-
tures, the host galaxy is often not the source that is
closest to the tidal feature. Future work will address
automatic classification of such cases; for the sample at
hand, we identify these cases visually.
We visually classify each galaxy in the automated
sample using four possible classes: stream, shell, am-
biguous, and neighbor contaminant. Shells are charac-
terized by their caustics, wherein the center of curvature
is located near the center of the host galaxy. Streams are
long, thin features wherein the curvature is not globally
oriented towards the center of the host galaxy (though
streams are not necessarily radial features). A small
number of artifacts from HSC also passed our automatic
cuts, and were removed at this stage. Amorphous fea-
tures would comprise of all other features that do not
fall into one of these categories; in practice, however,
only one tidal feature system was classified by both hu-
man classifiers as amorphous, and so we neglect further
analysis of this class. In cases where the detected tidal
features are not visible to the human classifier, our vi-
sual classification is primarily governed by the shape
of the detected regions. This produces a final sam-
ple of 214 shell hosts and 987 stream hosts between
0.05 < z < 0.45.
In Figure 3, we compare the redshift versus stellar
mass distribution of our visually classified tidal feature
sample (black) and visually identified contaminant sam-
ple (orange). We note that there is no apparent bias in
the distribution of the visually classified neighbor con-
taminants with respect to our final sample.
3.4. Detection recovery efficiency
In previous work, the surface brightness limits of tidal
feature searches have normally been estimated from the
variations in fluxes from random sky apertures (Atkin-
son et al. 2013; Hood et al. 2018; Morales et al. 2018).
Using the methods described in Atkinson et al. 2013 and
Morales et al. 2018, we derive nominal surface brightness
limits for the Wide layer of HSC-SSP of µi∼ 27.9 mag
arcsec−2 and µi∼28.4 mag arcsec−2, respectively.
However, the detection of tidal features is also strongly
dependent on the on-sky size and morphology of the
tidal feature. We find that the surface brightness lim-
its derived from the methods from prior work gener-
ally produce surface brightness limits that are signifi-
cantly deeper than practical limits for both automatic
and visual inspection (for more details, see Appendix B).
Moreover, our automated algorithm allows us to run
through the detection process many times without a pro-
portionate increase in the required human time. Thus,
in order to understand the surface brightness and an-
gular size limits of our detection method as applied to
the HSC wide layer, we use the simulated tidal features
of Hendel & Johnston (2015) to create mock HSC-like
tidal feature systems.
Taking iHSC band cutouts of six galaxies (4 elliptical,
and 2 disc galaxies) in which no candidate tidal features
were originally detected, we insert nine mock tidal fea-
tures into each galaxy. We inject all tidal features such
that the line of sight runs perpendicular to the orbital
plane; the recovery fractions should therefore be taken
as upper limits with respect to tidal feature orientation.
The tidal features are scaled to a grid of mean surface
brightnesses and sizes (normalized to the effective ra-
dius of the host) over 24.5 < µ¯i < 27.0 mag arcsec
−2and
1 < d/Re < 5, and convolved with the local HSC PSF.
Here, d refers to the maximum radial extent of the tidal
feature, and µ¯i refers to the mean surface brightness of
the convolved tidal feature system, averaged over the
pixels in the cutout which have at least one count af-
ter convolution with the HSC PSF. Simulations of four
streams and five shells are used for this test.
For each simulated system, we define the recovery frac-
tion as:
frec =
Npix,rec
Npix,sim
, (4)
where Npix,rec is the total number of pixels flagged as
part of a detected tidal feature, and Npix,sim is the total
number of pixels in the PSF-convolved simulation that
have at least one count.
The results of these tests are shown in Figure 4. The
lefthand column (blue) shows the results for the simu-
lated stream systems, while the righthand column (red)
shows the results for the simulated shell systems. The
top row shows, for a given radial extent and mean sur-
face brightness, the average frec of the simulated sys-
tems. The lower row shows, again for a given radial
extent and mean surface brightness, the fraction of sys-
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tems wherein frec> 0.05 (approximately the threshold
at which a visual morphological classification can be
made).
As expected, tidal features which extend farther from
the center of the host galaxy are more easily detectable
due to reduced host light contamination. For a given
surface brightness and tidal feature extent, the simu-
lated streams have a higher frec than shells (upper row)
and are more likely to be detected at visually classifi-
able levels than shells (lower row); this is a product of
the fact that a significant number of the particles in the
simulated shells are contained within diffuse stellar fans
(for reference, see the low surface brightness fans in the
right panel of Figure 2).
There is also a drop in detection recovery at very high
mean surface brightnesses – this occurs when the tidal
feature enters a regime in which its associated signal in
the detection map become comparable to that of spiral
arms and neighboring sources. These tidal features are
therefore removed as a likely contaminant (i.e. misiden-
tified as a neighboring source or spiral arm). However,
such features are in practice typically associated with
ongoing major mergers, are are thus not the focus of
this work.
As shown in Figure 4, the algorithm can identify tidal
features down to ≈ 27 mag/arcsec2 at an extent of
d & 4Re. We note, however, that we are significantly
incomplete at these surface brightnesses (for example,
although we detect, on average, 2.6% of the pixels of our
simulated streams at 27 mag/arcsec2 with an extent of
d = 5Re, only 25% of simulated cases yield a detection).
Our approximate 50% completeness for tidal features
with d ≥ 3Re is approximately µ¯i ≈ 26.4 mag arcsec−2.
3.5. Measuing tidal feature color
For a subset of the galaxies with detected tidal fea-
tures, the features are sufficiently far from the galaxy to
allow for a clean measurement of color. We rerun our
detection algorithm in the gHSC band, and measure the
color of the detected tidal features by using the union
of the detected regions in gHSC and iHSC as the aper-
tures (for example, in Figure 2 the orange outlines in
the rightmost panel would be used as an aperture).
To determine where the color of the tidal feature
will be significantly impacted by flux from the host
galaxy, we measure the tidal feature contrast ratio, ctf ,
as the observed flux of the system and expected flux
from the host via surface brightness profiles where the
tidal features have been masked from the image, i.e.
ctf = fobserved/fˆhost. We measure fobserved by simple
aperture photometry, where the aperture is the detected
region associated with the tidal feature. We estimate
fˆhost by measuring the surface brightness profiles of our
sample in the gHSC and iHSC bands in elliptical annuli.
Here, the position angle and ellipticity are obtained from
fits to the host galaxy using imfit (Erwin 2015), where
neighboring galaxies and the tidal feature system are
masked from the fit. fˆhost is then the flux expected in
the region of the tidal feature as estimated by the surface
brightness profile in that region.
To calibrate and test the ability of ctf to trace the
accuracy in measurements of colors for extended tidal
features, we inject tidal feature simulations (presented
in Section 3.4) of known colors into non-interacting HSC
galaxies. In these simulations, the particle data are also
convolved to the HSC PSFs in each band. The simulated
systems are then run through our full detection and color
measurement algorithm. We find that a ctf threshold of
2.5 produces tidal feature colors which are accurate to
0.06 mag, which includes the effect from band-dependent
PSF size.
The color of the candidate tidal feature with respect
to the host also acts as a flag for potential neighbor con-
tamination. When comparing tidal feature color to host
color, we consider ∆(g − i), where ∆(g − i) is defined
as the difference between the (g − i) color of the tidal
feature and the host (i.e. larger values correspond to
a tidal feature that is redder with respect to its host).
In the case of shells, we keep only those tidal feature
candidates with −0.5 <∆(g− i)< 0.2 mag. For this ini-
tial sample, we verify visually that this color cut does
not remove potentially interesting tidal features from
the sample. Streams have been observed to host signifi-
cant star formation (Knierman et al. 2012; Higdon et al.
2014), and so we impose only the red cut, i.e. we keep
those color measurements for which ∆(g− i)< 0.2 mag.
After removing likely neighbors, we estimate an aver-
age color of the tidal feature system. We estimate the
uncertainty on the measurement of the average color
(σTF) as follows:
σTF = (
N∑
i
σ2TF,i + σsim)
1/2, (5)
where σTF,i is the uncertainty on the color of the i
th
detected tidal feature region (as propagated from the
variance maps output by hscPipe) in a system of N tidal
feature regions (defined as a group of contiguous pixels
that are flagged by the detection algorithm; for exam-
ple, Figure 2 shows a N = 2 system), and σsim is the
uncertainty due to PSF differences and host galaxy con-
tamination (σsim∼0.06, from above).
Finally, we estimate the color of the host galaxy core
from simple aperture photometry with an aperture di-
ameter of 2Re. We do not perform PSF matching for
this measurement, as the impact of doing so is negligible.
4. RESULTS
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Figure 5. A sample of iHSC band imaging of shells (left column), streams (middle column) and non-interacting galaxies (right)
in our sample. The orange outlines show the boundaries of the detected regions found by our filtering algorithm. The horizontal
black line in the bottom right of each panel spans 30 kpc at the redshift of the central galaxy. In all panels, a logarithmic stretch
is used to emphasize low surface brightness features.
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Figure 6. Tidal feature occurrence fractions as a function
of stellar mass (y-axis) and redshift (x-axis) for the visually
identified stream (top) and shell (bottom) samples. Each bin
in the top (bottom) panel is annotated with the fraction of
galaxies tagged as a stream (shell) host from the full spec-
troscopic sample. Blank regions indicate bins for which no
tidal feature systems were identified.
Here, we present a sample of 214 shells and 987
streams found semi-automatically in the S16A internal
release of the HSC-SSP Wide layer (covering∼200 deg2).
The tidal feature morphologies are visually classified as
either streams or shells, and cover a redshift range of
0.05 < z < 0.45. In Figure 5, we show a sample of shell
(left) and stream (middle) galaxies, and galaxies with-
out tidal features (right) as identified by this method.
4.1. Observed tidal feature occurrence fractions
We first consider the tidal feature occurrence fractions
for our sample, which we define to be the fraction of
galaxies in the sample within a given range of redshift
and stellar mass in which a stream or shell was detected,
divided by the total number of galaxies in the sample
that occupy that area of parameter space. As shown
in Section 3.4, the observed occurrence fraction will re-
flect both the astrophysical occurrence fraction and our
ability to recover the tidal feature signal from HSC data.
To first order, for a typical tidal feature in our sam-
ple (i.e. averaging over time since interaction, orbital
parameters), the surface brightness and angular size of
the tidal feature should be primarily dependent on the
redshift and the stellar mass of the source. Figure 6
shows our observed occurrence fractions as a function
of host redshift and stellar mass. As expected, our ob-
served occurrence fractions fall as redshift is increased
or stellar mass is decreased. The observed occurrence
fractions of shells falls more steeply as a function of red-
shift than than that of streams, which we expect from
our lower recovery fractions for simulated shells in Fig-
ure 4. At low redshift (z < 0.15), we find a number
of low mass systems with log(M?/M) < 9.7 that are
apparent stream hosts. We find that these systems are
either dwarf galaxies undergoing major mergers (due to
the mass of the galaxies involved, the surface brightness
of the extended features is low enough to avoid being
thrown out as spiral arms), or close neighbors of larger
galaxies that host tidal features. Though ongoing major
mergers in dwarf galaxies are not the focus of this paper,
we note that our method could also generate samples of
such ongoing mergers if a different parent sample were
used.
The fraction of galaxies which host observable tidal
features has been measured by many authors who find
a wide range of values, from 7% as derived from SDSS
(Nair & Abraham 2010) to 71% from a deep imaging
campaign of local ETGs (van Dokkum 2005). It is likely
that a majority of faint substructure have peak surface
brightnesses lower than 30 mag arcsec−2 (Johnston et al.
2008), and that the occurrence and morphology of tidal
features is dependent on the mass and merging history
of the host (Wang et al. 2005; Jiang et al. 2015; Hendel &
Johnston 2015). Thus, tidal feature detection is highly
sensitive to the type of host galaxy examined and to
the surface brightness limits of the relevant observations,
leading to a large amount of variance into observed tidal
feature occurrence fractions.
In campaigns where a smaller area on the sky is ob-
served to large depths, the limiting surface brightness is
significantly deeper than that which is accessible from
the HSC wide layer (e.g. van Dokkum 2005; Tal et al.
2009; Mart´ınez-Delgado et al. 2010). Though we are
unable to construct a matching sample against which to
compare our observations, we note that the systemati-
cally higher occurrence fractions that are often found by
such studies point to the minor merger picture, in which
increasingly more numerous and minor mergers leave be-
hind increasingly fainter tidal features (Johnston et al.
2008).
Other studies present samples which we have no clean
method of emulating. For example, Schweizer & Seitzer
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(1988) considers S0, S0/Sa, and Sa NGC galaxies and
derives an occurrence fraction of 16%, while Adams et al.
(2012) observes a 3% tidal feature occurrence fraction
for cluster ETGs.
However, it is valuable to consider whether the tidal
feature occurrence rate that we observe from our semi-
automatic method is equivalent to those samples derived
from visual classification alone. Here, we compare our
observed occurrence fractions to literature results where
it is possible to account for differences in sample selec-
tion.
4.1.1. Comparison to Atkinson et al. (2013)
The catalog of tidal feature hosts in the Canada-
France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey (hereafter
CFHTLS) assembled by Atkinson et al. (2013) is per-
haps the clearest benchmark against which we can evalu-
ate our observed tidal feature occurrence fractions. The
data of CFHTLS are similar to the HSC Wide layer in
terms of depth and spatial resolution; the deepest band
that Atkinson et al. (2013) considers, the CFHT g band,
has a roughly equivalent 5σ point source depth as iHSC
in the Wide layer of HSC-SSP (Boulade et al. 2003; Ai-
hara et al. 2018b). The catalog was constructed entirely
from visual inspection, and thus serves to test the effi-
ciency of our method against this approach.
To compare our tidal feature detection fractions to
those of Atkinson et al. (2013), we consider the 2113
galaxies in our sample for which 15.5 < rSDSS < 17
mag, Mr < −19.3 (derived from SDSS, Alam et al.
2015) and 0.05 < z < 0.2, following the sample selection
cuts used by Atkinson et al. (2013). We find a tidal
feature occurrence fraction of 13.30± 0.79%, where the
uncertainty reflects only counting uncertainty assuming
a Poisson distribution (this value is significantly higher
than those in Figure 6 because of the additional cuts
for bright galaxies imposed in the Atkinson et al. 2013
sample).
Within the Atkinson et al. (2013) sample (hereafter
the CFHTLS sample), we consider only the galaxies for
which the authors were able to make a morphological
classification of the tidal feature. We furthermore ex-
clude any galaxies for which the only feature morphol-
ogy tags belong to the classes “diffuse” and “fan”, which
are observed in 4.6% of their galaxies, as the nature of
our method biases us significantly against the detection
of tidal features which are diffuse (i.e. of similar to or
lower spatial frequency to their host galaxy).
Given these cuts, the fraction of galaxies that host
morphologically classifiable tidal features of Atkinson
et al. (2013) is, at 12.98 ± 0.85%, in agreement with
our observed tidal feature occurrence fraction.
Given that the Atkinson et al. (2013) was constructed
via purely visual classification from a dataset with a
similar limiting depth and spatial resolution as HSC-
SSP, this agreement is encouraging, and implies that our
detection method is able to detect tidal features as well
as visual inspection methods in the regime of shell-like
and stream-like tidal features.
4.1.2. Comparison to Malin & Carter (1983)
As one of the earliest papers to report the occurrence
rates of shells around elliptical galaxies, it is informa-
tive if not entirely straightforward to compare our shell
occurrence fraction to that of Malin & Carter (1983).
The authors consider a sample of NGC ellipticals from
the ESO/SRC (IIIa-J) Southern Sky Survey, and find
that 5.8% of the galaxies therein show signs of stellar
shells. The authors cite their surface brightness limit as
B = 26.5 mag arcsec−2 on photographic plates.
Although the galaxies considered by Malin & Carter
(1983) are significantly below our lower redshift range,
we do not expect the true shell occurrence fraction
to change significantly out to z . 0.1 (Pop et al.
2017b). We use concentration as a proxy for morphol-
ogy, wherein high-concentration galaxies are likely ellip-
ticals, and low-concentration galaxies discs. We consider
only high-concentration (C > 3.1, where C is defined
as the ratio between the the radii containing 90% and
50% of the Petrosian i-band luminosity as measured in
SDSS) galaxies at the lowest redshifts that we can probe
(0.05 < z < 0.1). We set the cut in concentration fol-
lowing Strateva et al. (2001) and D’Souza et al. (2014),
but increase our threshold to obtain a more pure sample
of ellipticals. This subset of our sample gives a shell oc-
currence fraction of 6.13± 1.23%, which is in agreement
with that of the Malin & Carter (1983) sample.
4.2. Host galaxy properties
We first review the properties of the galaxies that host
shells and streams in the context of the full SDSS spec-
troscopic sample. Relative to the non-interacting (i.e.
galaxies for which no tidal features were detected) sam-
ple, shell hosts tend to have higher stellar masses and
redder (g− i) colors at a given redshift (left and middle
panels, Figure 7). Stream hosts span the full range of
stellar masses and colors present in the non-interacting
sample at a given redshift.
At z < 0.15, stream host galaxies in our sample
have higher concentrations on average than do the non-
interacting sample. The shell host galaxies have higher
average concentrations than do either the stream hosts
or the non-interacting sample (Figure 7, right panel).
These offsets imply that the shell hosts tend to be mas-
sive, red ETGs. From a visual inspection of our sample,
we find only three instances in which a disc galaxy hosts
a shell (see Figure 8).
In a paradigm where satellites falling into more mas-
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Figure 7. Properties of the stream (blue) and shell (red) host galaxies. The small grey points show the full spectroscopic
sample within our target redshift range. Left: redshift versus stellar mass for the tidal feature sample. Center: redshift versus
(g − i) color for the sample. At all redshifts, shell hosts tend to be redder and more massive than their counterparts that host
streams. Right: (g − i) color versus concentration for the z < 0.15 galaxies in our sample. The shell host galaxies have, on
average, higher concentration than the stream hosts, indicating that the shell sample contains a larger fraction of ETGs than
does the stream host galaxy sample.
sive hosts tend to be on more radial infall trajectories
(see, e.g. Benson 2005; Jiang et al. 2015), we expect
somewhat fewer spiral galaxies to host shells due to the
differences in the stellar mass range occupied by ellipti-
cal and spiral galaxies. To gauge whether the low num-
ber of shells observed around discs is purely a mass ef-
fect, we show the fraction of tidal features that are iden-
tified as shells in our sample as a function of stellar mass
at z < 0.15 in Figure 9.
To estimate the effect of differential completeness in
shell and stream detection on the trend apparent in
Figure 9, we take the naive null hypothesis that shells
and streams appear equally often, independent of stel-
lar mass, and have radial extents that are distributed
uniformly from 3Re to 5Re. We add to this naive hy-
pothesis the assumption that all the shells and streams
are formed at the same time, that the events all have
the same mass ratio, and that the surface brightness of
the tidal feature for a given mass ratio drops linearly as
a function of host stellar mass. In this case, using the
outcomes of the simulations presented in Section 3.4, the
fraction of observed shells would remain roughly con-
stant as a function of host stellar mass, and rise at low
masses. Thus, we expect that the trend seen in Figure 9
is not a completeness effect.
If we take the naive assumption that the morphology
of the tidal feature is independent of the morphology of
the host, we would expect ≈ 15% of detectable tidal fea-
tures around low-concentration galaxies to be shell-like
at log(M?/M)∼10.5, near the peak of the distribution
of stellar mass for a sample of low-concentration galax-
ies in our sample. However, we find that only 4%± 3%
(6%±4%) of the tidal features around C < 2.8 (C < 2.6)
galaxies at 10.2 < log(M?/M) < 10.7 are shell-like.
We repeat this exercise using morphological classifica-
tions from the citizen science project Galaxy Zoo (Lin-
tott et al. 2011). Here, we consider only those galaxies
where one class accounts for > 80% of the votes. We
again find that, at the same stellar mass, disc galaxies
show a lower shell fraction than ellipticals, though the
low number of shell systems around disc galaxies pre-
vents us from making a statement about the disc galaxy
shell fraction as a function of stellar mass.
We also consider the possibility that our detection
method is biased against finding shells around face-
on discs. To first order, contamination by spiral arms
should affect the detection of both shells and streams,
rather than the balance between the two. Using the
method outlined in Section 3.4 to compare the detection
recovery efficiency of shell-like tidal features of a face-
on spiral to that of an elliptical host with similar on-sky
size does not show significant differences in detection re-
covery for the automatic stage. However, it is probable
that human classifiers are biased against shell-like tidal
features around face-on disc galaxies, as the curvature
of shell caustics is similar to that of spiral arms.
To test whether a human bias can account for the dif-
ference in shell fraction at fixed stellar mass, we consider
only shells which are substantially separated from their
host galaxy (i.e. high values of cTF , see Section 3.5),
and find that we again observe relatively more ellipti-
cals that host shell systems at fixed stellar mass. We
therefore conclude that the relative dearth of shell sys-
tems around disc galaxies in our sample is not due to a
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bias in our sample selection method.
We find no significant differences between the color
gradients of the tidal feature host galaxies and a non-
interacting sample matched in mass, redshift, and color
– this implies either that the average tidal feature is
generated by a minor merger that does not significantly
alter the color gradient of the host, or that the tidal
feature was created sufficiently long ago so as to allow for
relaxation. This is in agreement with the findings of Kim
et al. (2012), who find that the bulk structural properties
of tidal feature hosts are not significantly different than
those of non-interacting galaxies.
4.3. Tidal feature colors
We are able to measure colors for 78 shell systems and
497 stream systems in our sample. Below, we present the
average (g − i) colors of tidal feature systems. Here, we
specifically consider the difference in the average color of
the tidal feature system and the core of its host galaxy
(hereafter ∆(g − i)). In the case of a non-star-forming
satellite, ∆(g − i) is a probe of the mass ratio of the
merging event that formed the shells: if one assumes
that the tidal feature progenitor satellites sat on the
red sequence during their infall, the mass of the satel-
lite may be estimated by finding the mass on the red
sequence that corresponds with the measured satellite
color (Gu et al. 2013). We find this assumption to be
reasonable, as the red colors measured for the shells are
too red to plausibly host significant star formation. In
the case of blue tidal features, ∆(g − i) does not yield
mass information.
4.3.1. Shell colors
We find that the shells are, on average, slightly bluer
than their hosts, with a mean color offset of −0.15±0.02
mag (see top panel of Figure 10). The observed ∆(g −
i) does not have a strong dependence on the mass of
the host galaxy. This finding is in agreement with the
majority of individual systems in the literature for which
the color of the shells have been measured (Quinn 1983;
Gu et al. 2013; Foster et al. 2014). The color difference
between the shells and their hosts then suggests that
our sample is dominated by mergers where the infalling
satellite is significantly less massive than the host.
However, we also find that for 15% ± 4.4% of shell
galaxies, the shells are consistent, within errors, with
being the same color as the core of their host galaxy. We
will hereafter refer to these galaxies as “red shell” galax-
ies. This lack of a color difference has been suggested by
Pop et al. (2017a) to be a signature of shells produced
by major mergers, wherein the shell caustics of the sys-
tem within ≈ 50 kpc from the host center approach the
metallicity to the core of the host galaxy. Though the
shell caustics in Pop et al. (2017a) have slightly lower
metallicities than the host core, we estimate that their
optical colors will be consistent within error to the core
of the host within 1Re.
Though there are relatively few “red shell” galaxies,
we find there to be a morphological difference in these
shells. Relative to the other galaxies that host shells,
these “red shell” galaxies tend to host more Type I
shells, wherein the axis of symmetry of the shells is
aligned with the major axis of the galaxies (see the left-
most panel of the second row in Figure 12 for an exam-
ple). The caustics of Type II shells, on the other hand,
are arranged randomly around the galaxy (see the mid-
dle panel of the bottom row in Figure 12 for an example).
The Type I shell occurrence fraction in our “red shell”
sample is 86+14−35%, significantly higher than the Type I
shell occurrence fraction for the rest of the shell hosts,
30±14%. Considering both the “red shell” galaxies and
minor merger-like shell hosts together gives a Type I
host fraction of 43±12%. This is in agreement with the
same quantity estimated by Prieur (1990) for the cata-
log of Malin & Carter (1983). The uncertainties listed
are those derived from counting statistics only, and re-
flect the significant uncertainty that we face due to low
numbers of “red shell” galaxies present in the sample.
4.3.2. Stream colors
The streams in our sample are bluer with respect to
their hosts than the shells are, with a mean offset of
−0.38± 0.02 mag (see bottom row of Figure 10). There
are also a number of very blue streams around less mas-
sive galaxies. We bound the restframe colors of these
streams by calculating K-corrections for three SSPs from
Bruzual & Charlot 2003 with a Chabrier (2003) initial
mass function for a young (0.5 Gyr), intermediate-aged
(5 Gyr), and old (12 Gyr) population (see Figure 11).
The (g − i) rest-frame colors of the SSPs are shown by
the dashed vertical lines. Based on the rest-frame (g−i)
colors of the streams relative to those of the SSPs, a sub-
set of streams in our sample are blue enough to suggest
that they likely host active star formation.
We do a visual search for UV counterparts to our
stream sample in Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX,
Martin et al. 2005; Morrissey et al. 2007) imaging sur-
veys (i.e. the All-Sky Imaging, Medium Imaging, Deep
Imaging, and Nearby Galaxy Surveys, as well as the
Guest Investigator Program). There are 8 systems in
our sample (of the 280 cases where imaging was avail-
able) that show obvious bright GALEX counterparts as-
sociated with detected streams (though 2 of these cases
were tidal debris created by an ongoing major merger),
and it is likely that there are more GALEX -detected
streams that would be found as a result of more careful
photometry; we leave a more careful examination of UV
stream counterparts to future work.
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Figure 8. Top: gri-composite images (Lupton et al. 2004) of the three disc galaxies that host shells in our sample. Both
caustics and diffuse stellar fans are visible in all cases. In the middle panel, two umbrella-like shell structures are visible to the
left of the galaxy. Bottom: The same galaxies, with the features detected by the algorithm shown in orange. A diffuse trail is
also visible in to the top right of the rightmost panels.
5. DISCUSSION
HSC-SSP provides the on-sky area and surface bright-
ness sensitivity to generate an unprecedentedly large
sample of shells and streams around external galax-
ies. Here, we consider probable formation scenarios and
physical characteristics of a typical tidal feature system
system.
5.1. The mass ratio of shell-forming events
We find that the majority of shell galaxies have col-
ors which are consistent with a minor merger origin
– the majority of the tidal features show colors that
are significantly bluer than their host. For both shells
and streams, the measured color differences between the
tidal features and their host galaxies suggest that the
majority of our sample is dominated by mergers with
mass ratios of ≈ 4 : 1 or higher (i.e. more minor events),
using the relationship between stellar mass and (g − i)
HSC color for the SDSS parent sample as a rough proxy,
though the spread and flattening in the mass-color rela-
tion prevents us from inferring a precise mass ratio from
the colors of the tidal features. Previous studies that
find color differences close to our mean color difference
cite mass ratios as small as 90 : 1 (Gu et al. 2013).
It is also likely that the material which forms the shell
system was stripped from the outskirts of the satel-
lite galaxy which will make the observed tidal feature
bluer than that of the satellite core. To get an es-
timate of this effect, we refer to the color gradients
measured by D’Souza et al. 2014 using the SDSS fil-
ter system. Material stripped from the half-light ra-
dius of an elliptical satellite would be ∼ 0.05 − 0.1
mag bluer in (g − r)SDSS than at the core of the satel-
lite. Using the same color gradients to compare a host
galaxy of 11 < log(M?/M) < 11.4 and a satellite of
10.2 < log(M?/M) < 10.4, D’Souza et al. 2014 yields
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Figure 9. Stellar mass versus the fraction of tidal fea-
tures that are shells for the z < 0.15 galaxies in our fi-
nal tidal feature sample. Shells are found more frequently
around more massive galaxies, growing from ≈ 20% at
log(M?/M) = 10.5 to ≈ 50% at log(M?/M) = 11.5. A
larger shell fraction around massive galaxies is expected due
to an increase in the number of radially-biased satellite infall
trajectories around such galaxies (Jiang et al. 2015; Hendel
& Johnston 2015).
a color difference of ∆(g − r)SDSS ∼ 0.19. Color differ-
ences from different filters cannot be directly applied to
our sample – however, a similar effect in our shell sam-
ple would imply slightly lower mass ratios (i.e. closer
to a major merger), though this effect cannot account
for the entirety of the observed color differences in shells
and streams. At the same time, the observation of shells
around disc galaxies in our sample demonstrates that
minor mergers are able to generate broad stellar shells,
as the disc of the host would have been disrupted in a
major merger.
However, the detection of shells that are as red as
their hosts is suggestive of a major merger origin for
some of the shell systems, which predicts the presence
of shells at similar metallicities to the host galaxy core
(Pop et al. 2017a). That the shells around these galaxies
are predominantly Type I shells is also indicative of a
major merger origin, following studies that suggest that
lower mass ratio (more major) mergers are preferentially
accreted along the major axis of the galaxy (Wang et al.
2005), and that major merger shells form preferentially
as Type I shells (Hernquist & Spergel 1992).
It has also been proposed that, for minor mergers, the
morphology of the resulting shell system is governed by
the shape of the dark matter halo. Dupraz & Combes
(1986) propose that prolate halos preferentially form
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Figure 10. Scaled kernel density estimates of the difference
between the color of the tidal features and the core of the
host galaxy (measured within a radius of 1Re) for the shells
(top panel, red) and the streams (bottom panel, blue) via a
kernel density estimate (using an Epanechnikov kernel with a
width of ∆(g− i) = 0.15). In each panel, the solid lines show
the color distribution of the full sample. The dashed lines
show the ∆(g − i) distribution for our high-concentration
ETG sample (C > 3.1), normalized to the number of high-
concentration galaxies in the sample. In the top panel, the
grey solid line shows the distribution of ∆(g−i) for the shells
that we would have derived if we did not remove features
with measured ∆(g−i)< −0.5 as neighbors. The grey shaded
region in the top panel shows the color cut that we implement
on the color measurements of individual tidal features to
remove neighbors in the shell sample.
Type I shells, and that oblate halos preferentially form
Type II shells. The authors furthermore state that shells
around prolate halos are more common. However, it has
also been argued by Hernquist & Quinn (1989) that the
other characteristics of the merging event (orbital pa-
rameters, satellite mass, etc.) play a significant role in
the morphology of the resultant tidal feature, and thus
obfuscate a relationship between the form of the host
potential and the tidal feature morphology.
We therefore suggest that the majority of observable
shells are generated from intermediate and minor merg-
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Figure 11. The distribution of (g − i) restframe colors for
our stream sample, using the K-correction computed for a
0.5 Gyr (purple), 5 Gyr (green), and 12 Gyr (red) SSP from
Bruzual & Charlot 2003. The dashed vertical lines show the
restframe colors for, from left to right, the 0.5 Gyr (purple),
5 Gyr (green) and 12 Gyr (red) populations. The existence
of streams with rest-frame colors bluer than the youngest
SSP considered implies that a subset of the streams host
star formation.
ers, while major mergers play an important but subdom-
inant role in shell formation. This picture is in agree-
ment with the current state of the literature, in which
the majority of observations point to a minor merger
origin (Malin et al. 1983; Quinn 1983; Fort et al. 1986;
Gu et al. 2013; Foster et al. 2014), but there exists some
evidence for shells with a major merger origin (see, e.g.
Carlsten et al. 2017; Paudel et al. 2017). Our main ten-
sion with the results of Pop et al. (2017b) is in the mass
ratio distribution of shell-forming events; whereas Pop
et al. (2017b) finds a distribution dominated by rela-
tively major mergers that peaks at ≈ 1 : 1 mergers, we
find that shells are primarily formed by mergers with
mass ratios more minor than ≈ 4 : 1, with a tail to-
wards major mergers.
Both our sample and the results of Pop et al. (2017a),
however, indicate that major mergers tend to form Type
I shells. We also confirm the results of Hendel & John-
ston (2015) and Pop et al. (2017b), which predict that
the expected number of shell galaxies should increase
with the mass of the host. Further work is necessary
to explore possible technical, observational, or physical
explanations for the discrepancies in the nature of HSC
and Illustris shell galaxies. In particular, the appear-
ance and characteristics of specific shell morphologies
should be compared across theoretical and observational
work.
5.2. Star formation in tidal features
We find no evidence for streams that host star for-
mation around massive early-type galaxies. This find-
ing is consistent with the picture in which potentially
star-forming gas reservoirs in an infalling satellite are
quenched by ram pressure stripping in the hot halo of
the host galaxy (Feldmann et al. 2008; Simpson et al.
2017), though Frings et al. 2017 find that star forma-
tion in satellites is quickly quenched, even without im-
plementing ram pressure stripping.
Outside of our high-concentration sample, there are a
significant number of streams with colors suggestive of
active star formation (see Figure 11). The detection of
UV emission in a subset of streams in GALEX imaging
also suggests that the streams are capable of hosting star
formation. Such star-forming streams have previously
been observed (see, e.g. Adamo et al. 2012; Knierman
et al. 2012; Atkinson et al. 2013), and are thought to rep-
resent star-forming environments that are significantly
different from star formation in the disc of a galaxy. It is
thus of interest to further study the star-forming prop-
erties of these extended features, though a more detailed
analysis of their composition and star forming history is
inaccessible from optical imaging alone.
5.3. Host galaxy morphologies
Both early-type and late-type galaxies should undergo
a significant number of minor mergers throughout their
assembly history. However, at fixed stellar mass late-
type galaxies generally possess a lower fraction of ex
situ stellar mass (i.e., stars that were formed external
to the galaxy and accreted after formation), as shown in
Rodriguez-Gomez et al. (2016); D’Souza et al. (2014).
We find that, at fixed stellar mass, ellipticals are far
more likely to host observable shells than disc galaxies
(we find that out of the 214 shell hosts, 3 are late-type
galaxies). If it is assumed that there is no correlation
between the morphology of the host galaxy and the mor-
phology of the tidal features, we should be able to see a
significantly higher number of shells around disc galaxies
than are presently identified in the sample.
Two possible explanations for this phenomenon are
as follows. First, the tidal feature morphology is likely
more sensitive to the total mass of the system than the
stellar mass alone. Mandelbaum et al. (2006) showed
that for more massive galaxies (log(M?/M) & 11.0),
elliptical galaxies tend to have larger halo masses than
do disc galaxies at a fixed stellar mass. Because shells
also preferentially form in more massive systems (see
Figure 9), this picture would lead to a relatively lower
number of shells observed around disc galaxies at a fixed
stellar mass. The interpretation is complicated, how-
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Figure 12. Left: iHSC band imaging of a sample of shells where the color of the shell caustics (boundaries defined by the
orange outlines) is consistent with the color of the host galaxy within 1Re. Right: a sample of shells for which the color of the
shell caustics is bluer (∆m < −0.25 mag) than the color of the host galaxy within 1Re. All panels use a logarithmic stretch to
increase contrast at low surface brightness. The shells that are as red as their host galaxy cores display a higher incidence of
type I shells (86± 35%) than their blue counterparts (30± 14%).
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ever, by the fact that more massive ellipticals are also
more likely than a massive disc to be at the center of
a group or cluster; in this case, the derived halo mass
would reflect the total group or cluster halo, rather than
the halo of the individual galaxy alone. Furthermore,
the detectable lifetime of a shell system as a function of
environment is not well known, though there is evidence
that the tidal feature occurrence fraction is suppressed
in clusters (Adams et al. 2012; Sheen et al. 2012).
Additionally, it is probable that elliptical galaxies can
host shells generated by lower mass ratio (more major)
mergers than can a disc galaxy. We have shown that
there are a subset of shells which appear to have been
created during a major merger; such events would not
be able to form shells around a disc galaxy without dis-
rupting the disc of the host (Hernquist & Spergel 1992).
Based on the analysis in Section 3.4, we are able to
recover streams at lower mean surface brightnesses than
we are able to recover shells. Holding the time of satel-
lite infall fixed and using the surface brightness of the
feature as a crude proxy for the mass ratio of the event,
we would be able to detect stream-forming events at
higher mass ratios than shell-forming events. If the disc
galaxies are not able to form shells from low mass ra-
tio mergers and if streams are more easily detectable at
high mass ratios, we would expect a lower number of
shells around disc galaxies relative to ellipticals and a
lower number of shells relative to streams around disc
galaxies, as observed. This interpretation is also sup-
ported by the detections of shells in a small sample of
disc galaxies observed at surface brightness significantly
lower than what is attainable in the Wide Layer of HSC-
SSP (µV ∼ 28.5 mag arcsec−2) by Mart´ınez-Delgado
et al. (2010).
We also note an apparent bias for shells around disc
galaxies to be oriented such that the axis of symmetry
of the shell lies in the plane of the disc (see Figure 8).
Though this observation hinges on extremely small num-
bers (face-on discs cannot be considered in this analysis,
as shells oriented perpendicular to the disc would lie on
top of the disc), it is of interest to note that the disc
galaxies that host shells in Morales et al. (2018), NGC
681 and NGC 4762, are aligned in the same manner as
those in our sample.
However, because this sample targeted primarily mas-
sive, red galaxies, it would be informative to explore this
morphological difference further using a sample that in-
cludes more late-type galaxies.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have presented observations of 1,201
systems that host tidal features in the redshift range
0.05 < z < 0.45 in the HSC-SSP Wide Layer with ac-
companying spectroscopic observations from SDSS. Of
these systems, we find that 214 host shells, and 987 host
streams. For 78 shell systems and 497 stream systems,
we are additionally able to measure the average (g − i)
color of the tidal features.
In our sample, streams appear around galaxies with
a range of masses, colors, and concentrations. We find
evidence for star formation in streams around low mass
host galaxies, but no evidence for star formation around
massive ETGs, in agreement with the picture in which
satellites are quickly quenched upon infall into a massive
elliptical. Shells appear to form preferentially around
massive, red, ETGs, with only 3 examples of shell sys-
tems around disc galaxies in our sample.
Although the majority of the shells in our sample ap-
pear to be generated from a minor merger, there ex-
ist a non-negligible number of shells which appear to
have originated from a major merger. These “red shell”
galaxies are furthermore predominantly Type I, wherein
the shell caustics are roughly symmetric about the ma-
jor axis of the galaxy; this morphological dependence
has been predicted in simulations (Hernquist & Spergel
1992; Pop et al. 2017b).
Based on the performance of the automatic detection
method presented in this work, future investigations will
focus on fully automating the detection and morphologi-
cal classification of tidal features such that the technique
may be autonomously applied to the full HSC dataset
and future wide field imaging campaigns (e.g. LSST,
Euclid), as well as extending our analysis to existing
datasets. Because the majority of tidal features are ex-
pected to lie at & 30 mag arcsec−2 (Johnston et al.
2008), efforts using future generations of deep wide-
field imaging will greatly increase the number of de-
tected tidal features around galaxies, and provide a new
window into the impact of minor mergers upon galaxy
growth.
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APPENDIX
A. IMAGE DECOMPOSITION
To illustrate our method of image decomposition, we consider the case of a galaxy hosting a stream in Figure A1. The
top three rows show the n = 5 and n = 31 components of the decomposition (middle and right columns, respectively)
and the input image (left column). As can be seen from the size of the bright objects’ cores, the spatial frequencies
that the nth coefficient probes decreases as n grows large. The stream itself has red observed colors, detected clearly
in the iHSC and zHSC bands and less so in rHSC. It is therefore unsurprising that the stream is visible in the iHSC and
21
zHSC decompositions, but not in the rHSC decomposition.
The effect of noise on our decomposition is also visible in the middle column of Figure A1. The zHSC band imaging
has significantly more noise than the iHSC image, which corresponds to higher noise in the c
(5) image. Because the
noise is largely uncorrelated on large scales, however, there is relatively little difference between the c(31) image of the
iHSC band and that of its counterpart in the zHSC band.
Finally, we show the effect of cleaning the detection image in the bottom row of Figure A1. The left panel shows
the initial detection image, C, as obtained from Equation 3. The middle panel shows the detection image after the
cleaning steps outlined in Section 3.1 are applied. The right panel shows the output of the detection algorithm on the
iHSC band image. As noted in Section 3.1, features in the detection map that overlap significantly with neighboring
sources are not included in the final detection.
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Figure A1. Example decompositions following the algorithm presented in Section 3.1. Top row: From left: the rHSC band
input image, the c(5) component, and the c(31) component. Second row: the same for iHSC. Third row: the same for zHSC.
Bottom row: From left, the initial detection image (C) for the iHSC band, the cleaned detection image (wherein the cores of
sources and spiral arms are removed), and the detection map (red) overlaid on the iHSC band input image.
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B. SURFACE BRIGHTNESS LIMITS
The surface brightness limit of a tidal feature search is an intrinsically difficult quantity to measure, as the detectabil-
ity of a tidal feature is reliant on both its surface brightness and the area of the feature, which is naturally different
for each system. One may consider the limiting case in which there are two tidal features with the same peak surface
brightness µ0. The first tidal feature has only one pixel with a value corresponding to µ0, while the second has many
pixels with values approximately µ0. Though the two tidal features have the same peak surface brightness, the second
instance will be significantly easier to detect. Thus, in Section 3.4, we consider both the mean surface brightness and
the extendedness of the tidal feature in describing our completeness.
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Figure B2. An example of iHSC band imaging of a non-interacting galaxy from the parent sample stacked with a simulated
stream from (Hendel & Johnston 2015). Top left: The original iHSC band image. Top right: the galaxy with a simulated stream
injected into the image, where µ¯i = 23.5 mag arcsec
−2. Bottom left: the same stream with µ¯i = 27.9 mag arcsec−2, the surface
brightness limit derived using the method from (Atkinson et al. 2013). Bottom right: the same stream with µ¯i = 28.4 mag
arcsec−2, the surface brightness limit derived using the method from (Morales et al. 2018). The stream is not detectable in
either case.
We additionally consider the surface brightness limits that we would have derived following examples in the literature.
The nominal surface brightness limits that we calculate from the methods in Atkinson et al. (2013) and Morales et al.
(2018) are comparable to the values generated for the Atkinson et al. (2013) and Morales et al. (2018) datasets, who
give surface brightness limits of µ∼27.7 mag arcsec−2 (stacked gri images) and µ∼28.1 mag arcsec−2 (rSDSS imaging).
However, our tidal feature injections indicate that we are highly incomplete at these surface brightnesses (see Figure 4).
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Figure B2 shows the result of injecting a simulated stream at the HSC nominal surface brightness limits (not including
the bound remnant visible in the upper right panel) of 27.9 mag arcsec−2 (bottom left) and 28.4 mag arcsec−2 (bottom
right); these synthetic cases are not detectable by either automatic or human means. We do note that Huang et al.
2018a measured surface brightness profiles of massive galaxies down to µi ∼ 28.5 mag arcsec−2 – this measurement
was performed by leveraging the information provided by the shape and location of the galaxy isophotes at smaller
radii. In our case, in order to assess the completeness of our automated search, it is necessary to run the full suite of
injected simulations as detailed in Section 3.4.
